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REPORT
It’s fair to record that our planned program both Sailing and Social was effectively 
abandoned during 2020 due of course to the Covid-19 pandemic.  One event 
after another was cancelled as restrictions cut deep into the year.  




What was most concerning was the fact that as our group uses the Irish Sea 
different country restrictions at different times of the year prevented any serious 
boat movements, let alone sailing events during the year.


The North West Coast, North Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland and the Republic 
of Ireland all had different covid restrictions in place, and often at different and 
overlapping times too. Port closures, along with the complete close down of the 
Isle of Man, were widespread.  Some day sailing from the same marina was 
permitted provided crew were all from the same household which of course 
presented a formidable challenge.


Only two boat movements are recorded, one in a rare covid and northern weather 
window for the return of a boat from Largs in Scotland to her homeport Deganwy 
in North Wales.  A second for one member’s boat at Conwy in a very low number 
event.  Restrictions included crew from family members only, no presentations and 
no social gathering. After a brave attempt the sailing was aborted due to malaise 
on the part of the ‘stand in’ family member crew.


It’s anticipated that once vaccinations across the country are implemented in the 
first quarter of 2021 that some order will be re-established and boating events 
started once again, probably after June.  Meanwhile there is some reluctance for 
organisers to commit any expenditure until an ‘all clear’ is declared.


SOCIAL

 
The postponed 2020 social trip to Cleethorpes is scheduled to go ahead during 
2021 on dates yet to be advised.


During the year the Association ran an online QUIZ for members who wished to 
participate.  Some 50 questions were set over a five week period. The outright 
winner was Bob Angell (Comrades) who was awarded a signed Rugby Book which 
was greatly appreciated.


On the Calendar for 2021 is the BBQ for members to view the location and 
progress on the ‘Pride of Liverpool’ project on the side of the River Douglas at 
Tarleton. Details will be posted once date confirmed.


The Crossfield’s Conference, the first which hosted some 70 attendees, has been 
rescheduled to 16 October 2021 at Arnside.  Details and booking can be made by 
contacting Alasdair Simpson from the homepage of the NOA website.


 
Kevin Goulding 
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